We are given an integer d, a graph G = (V, E), and a uniformly random embedding f : V → {0, 1}
Introduction
A 2015 study considered the following problem involving gene expression data [GJP15] . We are given a rooted tree T = (V, E) on n objects (cell types); the tree arose from some underlying biological process among these objects. We are also given a one-to-one map f : V → R d , giving a data point (feature vector) associated with each objects. Let us write f (V ) := {f (u)} u∈V .
e authors expected that the data points should "explain" the tree in the following sense: that there should exist non-negative weights w = w 1 , · · · , w d such that the geometric minimum spanning tree (GMST) of the points f (V ) under the weighted Euclidean norm x w will be identical to T , where x w := (
1/2 . If this is true, we say that "w realizes T on f with dimension d. "
e EMST realization problem. e above problem immediately brings to mind the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) realization problem, an important problem in graph drawing and VLSI circuit design [EW96, Kin06] . It says: Given a tree T = (V, E) and an integer d ≥ 1, can we find a one-to-one map h : V → R d such that the unique GMST on the points {h(u)} u∈V under the ℓ d 2 norm is identical to T ? Letŵ be a scaling of R d , i.e., it is a linear operator on R d whose matrix representationŴ is diagonal. Suppose the EMST realization algorithm outputs a map h :=ŵf for some f : V → R d . We can show (see Section 1.2) that finding an h =ŵf is equivalent to finding a weighted Euclidean norm · w consistent with the map f . Here, we treat w as a linear operator with a matrix representation W := diag(w 1 , · · · , w d ), and define W :=Ŵ 2 so that the desired weights w i are non-negative. We show in Section 1.2 that any solution to the two problems above must satisfy the following constraints:
For all u, v ∈ V , (u, v) ∈ E if and only if ŵ(f (u) − f (v)) 2 2 < θ for some θ > 0 .
ere is a crucial difference between these two problems. In the EMST realization problem, we have to use the ℓ d 2 norm but are free to optimize f . In the problem in [GJP15] , however, the map f is fixed but we are free to optimize a weighted ℓ d 2 norm. e motivation behind this work.
e [GJP15] paper uses a linear program to find a feasible set of weights while keeping the number of non-zero weights as small as possible. Without computing the weights, we cannot tell a priori whether a realization exists for a particular dimension d. One could argue that if we knew the distribution of the points f (V ), we could have used more appropriate techniques. However, the problem description does not specify a process for generating the map f .
Our work addresses this gap by defining and analyzing a problem where f has a certain distribution.
Our problem: Graph realization with a random f . What can we say when the map f : V → R d is uniformly random in some subset of R d ? is is an intriguing question from a theoretical perspective. e random map f would not depend on the edges of T . Moreover, the constraints (1) do not mandate any structure on the edges E; they do not require T to be a tree. is allows us to think about realizing an undirected graph G = (V, E) on a set of random points. is is the central problem studied in this paper. Now, however, we require that the realization happens with high probability in the randomness in f . Problem 1.1 (Graph Realization on Random Points). We are given an undirected graph G = (V, E), a positive integer d, and a uniformly random embedding f : V → {x, y} d for two arbitrary reals x and y. We wish to find a weighted Euclidean metric x w := w i x 2 i given by non-negative weights w = w 1 , · · · , w d which satisfies the constraints (1) with probability
We say that with probability R(G, d), G is realized by w on the embedding f with dimension d. If R(G, d) = 1 − o(1), we simply omit the probability part. ⋄ It will be instructive to think of f as a random map from V to {0, 1} d or {±1} d . We are interested in a realization which is at least partly determined by a given random embedding.
is aspect sets this problem apart: as far as we know, such a characterization has not been studied in the realization literature. In addition, the EMST realization problem concerns only trees, as does the problem in [GJP15] . ere are several notions of realizing graphs, but none in the sense described above. Refer to Section 1.7 for the connections to some known problems.
ere are some natural questions. Is there an algorithm to realize arbitrary graphs? What is the time complexity? How does that algorithm depend on the target dimension? Which role does the structure (e.g., largest degree, diameter, edge density, tree-width, etc.) play? While it is conceivable that a large d would "make things easy" by allowing more degrees of freedom, it is not obvious "how large" a d is necessary, or sufficient. Are there graphs that are "hard to realize" in the sense that they force every algorithm to require a large d? We address these questions in this work.
Our Contributions
We analyze two algorithms for Problem 1.1, one for realizing trees and the other for realizing graphs. Both algorithms use only zero-one weights although we are allowed to use any nonnegative weights. e analysis reveals that using larger weights would not impact the bound on the dimension. It would, however, impact the threshold θ in (1). Theorem 1.1 (Realizing a tree, see eorem 3.4).
ere exists an algorithm that realizes any tree on n vertices with high probability if the target dimension is Ω(n log n). ⋄ Theorem 1.2 (Realizing a graph, see Corollary 4.2). Let G be an undirected graph on n vertices, and let a be the arboricity of G. ere exists an algorithm that realizes G with high probability if the target dimension is Ω(na 2 log n), which is at most Ω(n|E| log n). ⋄ Theorem 1.3 (Hard instances, see Corollary 5.2 and eorem 5.3). It is impossible to realize an Erdős-Rényi random graph on n vertices if the target dimension is less than n 2 /6. It is impossible to realize a random spanning tree of a complete graph on n vertices if the target dimension is less than n/2. ⋄ eorem 1.1 holds for weighted ℓ 1 metric as well.
e constant hidden under the Ω notation is 864. e arboricity of G (Definition 2.3) can be interpreted as a measure of how sparse G is. Since the arboricity of a tree is 1, the bound on d in eorem 1.2 implies the bound in eorem 1.1. We also explore a connection between the bound on d and the effective resistance of the edges of G. eorem 1.3 complements eorem 1.2 by giving a lower/necessary bound on d. e statement holds even if f : V → {x, y} d , x, y ∈ R is not random or negative weights are allowed.
An application. eorem 1.1 can serve as a sanity-check for experiments where such realizations are taken as an evidence that the graph and the points "explain" each other. For example, in [GJP15] , the authors asked whether a set of n = 38 data points living in d = 22, 215 dimensions can explain a given tree T on n vertices. According to eorem 1.1, we can realize an arbitrary 38-vertex tree using d ′ dimensions on a random point-set where d ′ = 864n log n ≈ 119, 429. Since d ≪ d ′ , one can argue that the realization-i.e., the inference-achieved in [GJP15] was "not a fluke. " Such an argument, however, is contingent on the tightest known bound.
Relating the [GJP15] Problem to EMST Realization
Let us write the EMST realization map h =ŵf where f : V → R d is one-to-one andŵ is a non-negative scaling of R d . e matrix representations of these maps are H,Ŵ , and F , respectively, with H =Ŵ F . Here, every vertex u ∈ V is identified with a standard basis vector u of R n . Moreover,Ŵ is a d × d diagonal matrix with non-negative entries. Suppose the constraints (1) hold.
First, we claim that
us the constraints (1) imply that for every (u, v) ∈ E and every (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ E, the distance between f (u) and f (v)-under the norm · w -is shorter than the distance between f (u ′ ) and f (v ′ ). It follows that the unique GMST on the points h(V ) under the · 2 norm will be identical to T , as will be the unique GMST T ′ w = (f (V ), E ′ ) on the points f (V ) under the · w norm. Here, by "identical, " we mean (u, v) ∈ E if and only if (f (u), f (v)) ∈ E ′ , and by "unique, " we mean T ′ w will have the lowest total edge-length among all spanning trees on f (V ). Consequently, finding an EMST realization map h is equivalent to finding a weighted Euclidean norm · w consistent with the map f .
Realizing Trees
We show in Section 3 that it suffices for the tree-realization algorithm, Algorithm 1, if the entries of the random matrix F come from any fixed two-element set {x, y} where x, y ∈ R. However, to make the present exposition clear, let us assume that F ∈ {±1} d×n so that every vertex u is mapped to a random point in {±1} d .
Lengths to inner products.
v where x, y denotes the usual inner product x T y and x|A|y := x, Ay for any matrix A. Since the length of every vector in {±1} d is the same, the constraints (1) is equivalent to saying that the weighted inner product between two vectors F u and F v using the weights W =Ŵ TŴ must be "large" if (u, v) ∈ E, and "small" if (u, v) ∈ E. Now we can focus on the inner products instead of lengths. e entries in the random vector F u are independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables. Hence we can independently select a weight w i that is "best" for the coordinate i. e precise sense of "best" will be discussed in a moment. e inner product F u|W |F v is the sum of individual contributions c i from each coordinate i. Fix a coordinate i and two vertices u, v ∈ V . e heart of the analysis is to show that in expectation, c i is "large" if and only if (u, v) ∈ E. Because each coordinate is independent, we can apply a Chernoff bound to show that the sum of these contributions -i.e., the inner product F u|W |F v -will be "large" if and only if (u, v) ∈ E.
Random sample strategy. How do we select the weight w i for coordinate i? One way to do it is to pick w i so as to "help" a random tree-edge (u, v) as follows: 1.) select an edge (u, v) ∈ E uniformly at random, then 2.) set w i = 1 if F u i = F v i , and set w i = 0 otherwise. e rationale behind this "random sample strategy" is that this will make c i for this edge as large as possible (which is 1). At the same time, it will randomize c i for all other vertex-pairs. Since every coordinate is pushing a tree-edge to the "right direction, " we hope that we can satisfy the constraints (1) if we have a sufficiently large number of coordinates. Although the above idea works, the bound we get on d is Ω(n 2 log n) instead of the Ω(n log n) bound which was promised by eorem 1.1. (We omit the details.)
Census strategy. How do we improve the above strategy? Here is an idea: let us try to "help" multiple treeedges at once. In particular, we set w i = 1 if a "significant" fraction of the tree-edges (u, v) satisfy F u i = F v i ; otherwise, we set w i = 0. is "census strategy" is detailed in Algorithm 1, whose analysis leads to the desired bound of d = Ω(n log n).
is bound is only a log n factor away from the linear lower bound implied by eorem 5.3.
Realizing Graphs
When realizing a graph with cycles, the edges on a cycle are dependent in a non-trivial way. e census strategy "touches" multiple edges, and if two of them are on a cycle, a crucial argument breaks down in the proof of Claim 3.1. Not all hopes are lost, though, because the random sample strategy still works since it looks at only one edge at a time. However, it leads to a weak Ω(n 4 log n) bound on d. (Details omi ed.) We take the next natural choice: look at a family A of acyclic subgraphs of G and invoke Algorithm 1 on a random member A from this family. is works, and the bound we get depends on the probability that a given edge is contained in the sampled subgraph A. is is why A must cover every edge of G.
e best result comes when every edge belongs to exactly one member of A. By necessity, A has to be a collection of edge-disjoint forests. is gives rise to the bound in eorem 1.2 containing the arboricity of G. If we take A to be the set of all spanning trees of G, the bound on d is proportional to 1/r 2 where r is the smallest effective resistance among all the edges.
A simple tweak in Algorithm 1 allows us to realize the complement of any tree; this, in turn, allows us to realize any graph G with d = Ω(na 2 log n) where a = min{a(G), a(G)} and G is the complement of G.
Impossibility Results via a Geometric Interpretation
e graph realization problem can be reduced to a hyperplane separation problem. Informally speaking, every constraint in (1) specifies that a quantity of the form
Observe that this quantity is the inner product of the vector
. G is realizable if there is a threshold θ and a vector w satisfying w, g(u, v) > θ if and only if (u, v) ∈ E.
e graph G naturally colors the elements in g(V × V ) as follows: an element is red if (u, v) ∈ E, and blue otherwise. e original EMST realization problem is equivalent to the following. First coloring the elements of V × V as red (edges) or blue (non-edges) according to G. en we fix a hyperplane h w with its normal vector w to the all-ones vector. Finally, we move the points around (via choosing an embedding f ) so that points of different colors are on different sides of the hyperplane. In contrast, in Problem 1.1, we first select n 2 points from {0, s 2 } d according to the random map f . Next, we color these in red or blue according to G. Finally, we find a hyperplane h w so that it perfectly separates the red point-set from the blue point-set.
Consider the two convex hulls pertaining to the red points and the blue points. If they intersect, no hyperplane could possibly realize G. Armed with this observation, we ask: If we use a random two-coloring, how likely is the event that a separating hyperplane would exist? e examination in Section 5 culminates in Corollary 5.2 which states that the probability is o(1). Consequently, an Erdős-Rényi random graph (respectively, a random spanning tree) on V cannot be realized if the target dimension d is sub-quadratic (respectively, sub-linear) in n.
A Probabilistic Analog of Radon's eorem for {0, 1} d
Radon's theorem ( eorem C.1) in convex geometry states that for every point-set B of size d + 2 in R d , there exists a red/blue coloring of the points so that the red convex hull intersects the blue convex hull. However, it does not give the probability that a random red/blue coloring would result in the intersecting convex hulls. We ask the following: Suppose B ⊂ {0, 1} d and that the red/blue coloring is uniformly random. How large does the set B have to be so that with high probability, the two convex hulls intersect? We believe that this question-as well as the answer below-is interesting in its own right. If there is no pressing hyperplane-which happens with high probability (Proposition C.2)-there can be no separating hyperplane.
Related Problems
EMST realization. Two factors play a key role in determining whether an EMST is realizable: the largest degree ∆ in the tree and the target dimensionality d. For d = 2, solving the EMST realization problem is always possible if ∆ ≤ 5, impossible if ∆ ≥ 7, but the corresponding decision problem is NP-Hard if ∆ = 6 [EW96] . e landscape for d = 3 is also fragmented with results conditioned on the structure of the tree and the dimensions of the target space [Kin06] . e EMST realization problem can be thought of as the inverse of the Euclidean Steiner Tree Problem, which asks the following: given n points in R d , find a tree with the shortest total edge length.
Euclidean distance matrix realization. Suppose we are given a matrixD containing the "desired" pairwise distances for a set of vertices V . To realizeD in R d , we have to map the vertices in R d such that the pairwise Euclidean distances among the mapped vertices equal the prescribed value in the distance matrix [LL13] . In [Hen92] , Hendrickson studied the conditions under which a graph has a unique realization in this sense. Although the EMST realization problem can be seen as a thresholded version of this distance matrix realization problem-the adjacency matrix of T plays the role of the distance matrixD-the adjacency matrix does not give a metric. Hence the results concerning the distance matrix realization problem do not directly apply to the EMST realization problem.
Other areas. A structure preserving map (SPE) of a graph G into ℓ d 2 preserves some global topological structure of a set of high-dimensional data points P while projecting them into a space of lower dimension [SJ09, HCYZ05, YXZ
+ 07]. However, they infer the "structure" from P itself whereas in our problem (Problem 1.1), the structure T is given and the data points P are uniformly random.
Under a suitable formulation, the supervised metric learning problem requires one to learn a weighted ℓ 2 metric on a given point-set P where the adjacencies T are also given as an input [SJ03] . However, this optimization problem is more similar to the situation in [GJP15] than to Problem 1.1 because the data points in a learning task are typically not random.
Organization
Section 2 contains a precise definition of the graph realization problem. We analyze a tree-realizing algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze an algorithm which realizes an arbitrary graph.
e proof of the main impossibility result is outlined in Section 5. To make the exposition clear, some important proofs are pushed to the Appendix.
Definitions
We use [d] to denote the set of first d natural numbers, {1, · · · , d}. x, y denotes the usual inner product between vectors x and y. d T (u, v) is the length of the unique u-v path in the unweighted tree T . We use the symbol A ⊔ B = C to denote a disjoint union of A and B, or equivalently, a partition of C. R >0 denotes the positive reals, and R ≥0 denotes the nonnegative reals. For a matrix A, we write A (i) to denote the ith column of A. e expression a ∼ U A denotes that the member a is sampled uniformly at random from the set A. 
where
e arboricity of an undirected graph G = (V, E) is the minimum number of spanning forests needed to cover all the edges of the graph. Equivalently, it is the minimum number of forests 
We use the following fact in this paper.
Fact 2.1. Let T be the set of all spanning trees of the undirected graph G = (V, E). en
Moreover, R eff (e) ≥ 2/n for any e ∈ E. ⋄ 3 Realizing a Tree Definition 3.1 (Gap and total gap). Let e = (u, v) ∈ T and e ′ = (u ′ , v ′ ) ∈ T be two arbitrary vertex pairs. e gap between these two vertex pairs at coordinate i is
where D(·, ·) is defined in Definition 2.2. Define the total gap between e, e ′ as
⋄ Suppose we want to realize a tree T using only Boolean weights. Only the coordinates with weight 1 will contribute in the distance. We want to select the coordinates in such a way that the expected distance of an edge e is pushed away from the expected distance of a non-edge e ′ . is is the same as trying to enforce a large gap δ i (e, e ′ ) at each coordinate which, by the linearity of expectation, would imply a large total gap ∆(e, e ′ ). is deterministic strategy is formalized in Algorithm 1 below.
Assign w i independently according to the following rule:
We devote the rest of this section analyzing Algorithm 1.
Definition 3.2 (Agreement probability). For any e = (u, v) ∈ V , define the agreement probability as
⋄ Definition 3.3 (Weight selection probability, q). For Algorithm 1, define the weight selection probability
⋄ When e ∈ E, e ′ ∈ E are identified, we can expand Equation 2 to show that
A bad event occurs when there exist two vertex pairs e ∈ E, e ′ ∈ E with D(e ′ ) ≤ D(e). Our argument for proving eorem 3.4 has two steps. In the first step, we prove that for any fixed vertex pairs a bad event does not occur in expectation. is is equivalent to showing that the total gap ∆(e, e ′ ) is large. e second step has two phases. First, we bound the "bad probability" for a given vertex-pair (u, v) ∈ V × V via a Chernoff bound. Finally, we bound the total bad probability by applying a union bound over all vertex-pairs. Requiring that this probability be 1 − 1/n gives a bound on d.
Step One: Proving that the Total Gap is Large
Fix two vertex pairs e ∈ E and e ′ ∈ E.
is the sum of d independent (but not identically distributed) Bernoulli random variables since {w i } are independent. We proceed by showing that the expectation of the ith component of this sum-i.e., δ i -is "large. " is implies that D(e ′ ) is larger than D(e) in expectation. Next, a Chernoff bound on Z would reveal that Z is unlikely to be "too small" compared to its expectation E Z = ∆(e, e ′ ). Equivalently, with "large" probability, the length of the edge e will be strictly shorter than the length of the non-edge e ′ . is satisfies the constraints on the lengths of e, e ′ imposed by (1). Suppose Algorithm 1 assigns w i = 1. We want a lower bound on the gap δ i := δ i (e, e ′ ), or more appropriately, on the quantity PrAgree(e, i) − PrAgree(e ′ , i). Since w i = 1, we have seen exactly p i |E| edges of T to have the same values at both endpoints. For any two vertices a, b ∈ V , how does PrAgree((a, b), i) depend on p i ? e answer is given by the following claim. We remark that the proof of the above claim is the only portion of our analysis which requires T to be a tree. Claim 3.1 implies that
since t ≥ 2 for e ′ ∈ T and (2p i − 1) ≤ 1. It follows that
However, we want an expression for the right hand side which does not depend on i so that the sum δ i , in turn, does not depend on i. A er some calculations we get the following result; we defer the proof till Section A.
Claim 3.2 (Bounds on δ i , p i , and q). e probability p i in Algorithm 1 is less than 1 − α/ √ n. Moreover, the probability q := Pr[w i = 1] is at least 1/2 − α − 2 (H(1/4)−1)n and at most 1 − p = 1/2 − α/ √ n. Here, H(·)
is the binary entropy function. In particular, q ≥ 1/6 when n ≥ 20 and α = 1/4. e gap δ i = Ω(1/ √ n) when α, q, s are constants. Specifically,
Step Two: Bounding the Bad Probability via Chernoff/Union Bound
We have already seen that for two fixed vertex pairs e ∈ E and e ′ ∈ E, the gap between their respective expectations, i.e., ∆(e, e ′ ), is large. Let θ := ∆(e, e ′ )/2 be the midpoint of this gap. A bad event occurs when either D(e) > θ or D(e ′ ) < θ. e probability of an individual bad event can be obtained via the ChernoffHoeffding bound. Note that there can be at most n 2 bad events. e probability that no bad event occurs can be found via a union bound. By se ing this probability to at most 1 − 1/n, we get a bound on d.
e exact statement is recorded the following lemma; we defer its proof till Appendix A.
Lemma 3.3 (Bounding d from gap δ i ). Let f be a (d, s)-random map of the vertices V . Let w 1 , · · · , w d be the weights from Algorithm 1 invoked on the tree T = (V, E) and the embedding f . Define δ := inf δ i (e, e ′ ) where the infimum is taken over all i ∈ [d], e ∈ E, and e ′ ∈ E. If d ≥ (6s 4 log n)/δ 2 , the constraints (1) are satisfied with probability 1 − 1/n over the random choice of f with θ = dδ/2. ⋄
Main eorem
Theorem 3.4 (Realizing a tree). Suppose d, n ∈ N, n ≥ 20, d = Ω(n log n). Let T = (V, E) be a given tree on n vertices. Let f be a given (d, s)-random map of V . en, R (T, d) ≥ 1−1/n. In particular, Algorithm 1, when using the parameter α = 1/4, runs in time nd and generates the weights w 1 , · · · , w d ∈ {0, 1} such that with probability 1 − 1/n, the constraints (1) are satisfied for some θ > 0. e absolute constant hidden under the Ω notation in the expression of d is 864 = 6/(2qα) 2 where α = 1/4, q = 1/6 according to Claim 3.2; in particular, this constant is independent of the choice of s. ⋄ Proof. Let n ≥ 20 and α = 1/4. By Claim 3.2, q ≥ 1/6. Ignoring the o(n) term in the expression of δ i from Claim 3.2, we get
4 log n(12 √ n/s 2 ) 2 = Cn log n where C = 6 × 12 2 = 864. is d is sufficient so that the weights generated by Algorithm 1 with α = 1/4 satisfy the constraints in Equation (1) with probability 1 − 1/n.
Using the expression of θ from Claim 3.3 from Claim 3.2, we get
It is not hard to see that if we use this metric in the preceding analysis, s would appear as a linear factor in the expression of δ i (from Definition 3.1) since f is a (d, s)-map. In addition, since the final bound on d does not depend on s, an algorithm which realizes T with a Boolean-weighted ℓ 2 norm for a given d would also work for a Boolean-weighted ℓ 1 norm with the same d. However, the expression for the threshold θ would be affected since it depends on s. We omit further details. If we modify Algorithm 1 to tally edge-disagreements instead of edge-agreements, we would realize the complement of T . e factor n = ( √ n) 2 in the bound d = Ω(n log n) in eorem 3.4 is an artifact of the algorithm used to realize T . In particular, it comes from the bias p = 1/2 + O(1/ √ n) in Algorithm 1. e log n factor in the bound is an artifact of the 1 − 1/poly(n) probability required from the Chernoff bound in the proof of Lemma 3.3, and that there are poly(n) vertex-pairs in the union bound. It is hard to see how to improve the the current analysis without making a non-trivial change in Algorithm 1.
e bound on d does not depend on s. Consequently, it would remain unchanged as long as w i ∈ R ≥0 since such a scaling would simply scale s.
Realizing a Graph
Let us elaborate on our discussion in Section 1.4. As in Section 1.3, suppose the set of random points are F ∈ {±1}
d×n . e analysis of the census strategy in the proof of Claim 3.1 requires that the graph being realized is indeed a tree. Let us define the edge sign σ i (u, v) := +1 if u i = v i , and −1 otherwise. e main observation in that proof is the following: For any i ∈ [d], the uniform distribution of coordinate-values F u i ∈ {±1}, u ∈ V is identical to the uniform distribution of the edge signs σ i (e) ∈ {±1}, e ∈ E coupled with a random assignment F r i ∈ {±1} to an arbitrary vertex r ∈ V .
is observation, however, works only when T is a tree; it breaks down if we want to realize a graph G which contains a cycle. For example, suppose G contains a triangle (u, v, w). For every coordinate i, if σ i (u, v) = σ i (v, w) then u i must equal w i . In general, e∈C σ i (e) = 1 for every cycle C. Due to this correlation in coordinate values along a cycle, a uniform distribution of the coordinate values does not translate to a uniform distribution on the edge signs of G. Consequently, the census strategy is not applicable when G contains a cycle.
e random sample strategy mentioned in Section 1.3, however, is immune to any correlation. It samples a single edge. By this virtue it is oblivious to any structure in the graph. We use this observation to devise an idea: what if we use an acyclic subgraph as a representative of G?
A strategy. Let A be a collection of acyclic subgraphs of G. We would sample a member A from A uniformly at random and run the tree-realization algorithm on A.
is eliminates all cycles from our view, but it is not obvious that the resulting weights would satisfy the edges not on the subgraph. It turns out that the gap between the two kinds of inner products (edges vs. non-edges) depends on the probability that a given edge is included in the uniformly sampled member A. is is why A must cover every edge of G. is strategy is applied by the following algorithm.
A, a family of acyclic subgraphs of G such that every edge e ∈ G belongs to at least one member of A.
Sample an element A uniformly at random from A Invoke RealizeTree(A, f ) e members of A do not have to be trees: they could be a single edge, a subtree, a forest, a matching, etc. In particular, A can contain multiple kinds of acyclic subgraphs as long as their union covers all edges.
Claim 4.1. Algorithm 2 realizes G with d = Ω( n r 2 log n) , where r := min
In particular, the weights generated by Algorithm 2 can realize G with probability at least 1 − 1/n with d = Ω(na 2 log n) where a is the arboricity of G. ⋄
Proof. Recall the definition of the arboricity (Definition 2.3). We can take
as the set of all edgedisjoint forests of G so that E = ∪ i φ i . e cardinality of A is the arboricity of G, and is denoted by a := a(G). e edge-disjointedness implies that every edge belongs to a unique forest φ i , and hence r(e) = 1/a. It follows that d = Ω(na 2 log n). In the worst case, d = Ω(n|E| log n) since a ≤ |E|/2 using the bound in [DHS91] .
It is easy to see that eorem 3.4 is a special case of Corollary 4.2 because then A contains only one member, the tree T itself.
A connection with effective resistance. Suppose we take A as the set of all spanning trees of G. Using Fact 2.1, we can see that r(u, v) = R eff (u, v). is gives d = Ω (n log n)/ (min e R eff (e)) 2 . Since R eff (e) ≥ 2/n, d = Ω(n 3 log n) in the worst case. is bound is weaker than what we get if we use the arboricity in the proof of Corollary 4.2.
Realizing Random Graphs and Trees
Let us make concrete the notion of "linear separability" which is at the center of our argument.
Definition 5.1 (Linear Separability and Bipartition). Two point-sets A, B ∈ R d are linearly separable (or separable in short) if there exists a hyperplane with a normal vector w such that a, w ≤ b, w for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B. A bipartition of a point-set B is a disjoint union of two convex subsets B 1 ⊔ B 2 = B where the subsets are separable. ⋄ As we explained in Section 1.5, it is possible to cast the realization problem in Definition 1.1 as a question about separating two point-sets using a hyperplane. If f is a (d, s) -map, the map g from Section 1.5 becomes
for every vertex pair (u, v) ∈ E and (u, u ′ ) ∈ E. Notice that the range of g is {0, s 2 } d , which is the same as the Boolean hypercube scaled by s 2 . If G is a random Erdős-Rényi graph, it would induce a random assignment on the points g(V × V ) into convex sets g(E) (imagine red) and g(E) (imagine blue). Also note that the number of hyperplanes supported by d points in the Boolean hypercube C d is bounded. is allows us to use a counting argument to show that with high probability in the randomness in G, the convex hulls of g(E) and g(E) will intersect if d is "small. " e above argument does not depend on any structure in G except that it is a random graph. us we can take f to be arbitrary and allow the weights w i to be arbitrary reals.
Theorem 5.1 (Probabilistic version of Radon's eorem). For any fixed x, y ∈ R, let B be an arbitrary subset of {x, y} d . Create a uniformly random partition E ⊔E = B by independently se ing Pr[b ∈ E] = Pr b ∈ E = 1/2 for every b ∈ B. If |B| ≥ 6d, the convex hulls of E and E intersect with probability at least 1 − o(1). ⋄ A discussion and proof of eorem 5.1 is presented in Appendix C.
Corollary 5.2 (Realizing a random graph). Let G ∼ G(n, 1/2) be an Erdős-Rényi random graph with n ≥ 6. Let d ≤ n 2 /6 be a positive integer. With probability at least 1 − o(1) in the randomness of G, G is not realizable under any d-map f and any weights
be an arbitrary map with d ≤ n 2 /6 and x, y ∈ R. Since E is a uniformly random subset of V × V , we can invoke eorem 5.1 to show that with high probability, the random partition E ⊔ E of the map B = g(V × V ) is not linearly separable. Consequently, there exists no hyperplane (indicated by w ∈ R d ) that separates E from E. Recall that our definition of linear separability has inequality constraints. If these constraints cannot be satisfied by any hyperplane, it follows that the strict inequality constraints of Equation (1) cannot be satisfied either.
erefore, the random graph G is not realizable by any w under any map f . e randomness in this argument comes from the randomness in G. Hence the quantity R(G, d) in Definition 1.1 would be zero.
Corollary 5.2 uses a map f that is not necessarily random. It also allows negative weights. us it disallows even a generalization of the context of Problem 1.1.
By making a small modification in the counting argument mentioned above, it is possible to show that with high probability in sampling the tree, a random spanning tree of the complete graph on n vertices cannot be realized if d ≤ n/2. Theorem 5.3 (Realizing a random tree). Let T be the uniform distribution on the spanning trees of the complete graph K n with n ≥ 17. Sample a tree T = (V, E) ∼ T . Let d ≤ n/2 = O(n) be a positive integer. With probability at least 1 − o(1) in the randomness of T , T is not realizable under any map V → {x, y} d for arbitrary x, y ∈ R and any weights
⋄ e proof is presented in Appendix C.
Conclusions
We defined a graph realization problem on random points and gave two algorithms, one for realizing graphs and the other for trees. We also proved that realizing random graphs requires a large target dimension.
Future work. Our realizing algorithms do not directly take advantage of any local or global structure of the tree/graph. e graph-realization algorithm samples from a family A of acyclic subgraphs; the ensemble of subgraphs has a bearing on the final bound. It is possible that we would get improved bounds if we focus on graphs with a certain combinatorial property, such as path graphs, planar graphs, etc. e effective resistance-a quantity intimately related to many algebraic properties of a graph-has appeared in our analysis. It would be interesting to see if one can design realization algorithms directly based on algebraic properties of the graph.
ere could be graphs which need a higher target dimension than the Ω(n 2 ) bound from the random graphs. In general, it is an interesting prospect to reduce the necessity-sufficiency gap which currently stands at Ω(n log n) vs. Ω(n) for trees and Ω(na 2 log n) vs. Ω(n 2 ) for graphs.
We have already seen that our algorithms work for weighted ℓ 1 norms as well as weighted ℓ 2 norms. Which other metric can we work with? Mahalanobis distance, perhaps, is a good candidate. An intriguing question is whether we can replace the "uniformly random points" in our problem with points generated from other stochastic processes. It is not obvious at this point how one can devise an algorithm for such a scenario. It is conceivable that the current analysis would work even if the map f contains (sub-)Gaussian entries, but it still needs to be worked out. At last but not the least, it is natural to ask how the bound on d depends on the entropy of the data points.
e random variables X and Y are sums of d independent subGaussian components, each component taking values in the interval [0, s 2 ] of width s 2 . First, we want to show that Y − X > 0 with high probability. Since Equation (3) tells us E(Y − X) = δ i ≥ dδ, it suffices to show that (Y − E Y ) > θ > (X + E X) where θ = dδ/2. Let H u,v be the event that for an arbitrary edge (u, v) ∈ E, X is "too small" compared to its expectation. en, by Hoeffding's tail inequality, we have Pr
4 . Similarly, let H u,u ′ be the event that for an arbitrary non-edge (u, u ′ ) ∈ E, Y is "too large" compared to its expectation. In this case, we get Pr H u,u ′ = Pr{Y − E Y > θ} < e −dδ 2 /2s
4 . Now, a bad event B is one of the above two events for some vertex pair in V × V . We want to show that the probability of this event is at most an inverse polynomial in n. Using a union bound over the (n − 1) tree edges and the remaining non-tree edges, we get Pr B ≤ n 2 e −dδ 2 /2s 4 = exp 2 log n − dδ 2 /2s 4 . is probability will be at most 1/n = e − log n if −2 log n + dδ 2 /2s 4 ≥ log n, giving us d ≥ 6s 4 log n δ 2 . Notice that the distribution of {f (u) i } generated by the above process is identical to the observed distribution of {f (u) i }. e good thing about this process is that the "edge signs" σ have i.i.d. Bernoulli distribution with parameter p i .
Let P be the unique path from u to v along T , whose length is t. Let S t = e∈P σ(e). Define c(t) := Pr[S t is even ]. Since S t has a binomial distribution with parameters (t, p i ), it is not hard to show that c(t) = (1 + (2p i − 1) t ) /2. Since c(t) also equals PrAgree(u, v, i) conditioned on d T (u, v) = t, the claim follows.
Claim 3.2 (Bounds on δ i , p i , and q). e probability p i in Algorithm 1 is less than 1 − α/ √ n. Moreover, the probability q := Pr[w i = 1] is at least 1/2 − α − 2 (H(1/4)−1)n and at most
where p i is the fraction of agreeing edges at coordinate i. Substituting
where λ(p, ǫ) = qs 2 ǫ(3−4p−2ǫ). It follows that δ i is at least qs 2 (2p−1)(1−p) as long as λ(p, ǫ) ≥ 0. Since both q and s are strictly positive, this inequality gives us ǫ ≤ 1/2 − 2α/ √ n where we used p = 1/2 + α/ √ n. is condition is equivalent to requiring p i ≤ 1 − α/ √ n. Recall that in Algorithm 1, we have put a stronger requirement that p i must fall within the interval [p, 3/4] for w i to be 1. Now we have to estimate q = Pr[w i = 1] = Pr[p ≤ p i ≤ 3/4] which ensures δ i ≥ qs 2 (2p − 1)(1 − p). Let Z be a random variable with a binomial distribution B(n − 1, 1/2). Let a ∈ [0, 1], and define Tail(a) := Pr[Z ≥ (n − 1)a]. According to Proposition A.2, Tail(p) > 1/2 − α. However, Tail(p) = q + Tail(3/4), which implies q ≥ (1/2 − α) − Tail(3/4). Consequently, q ≥ (1/2 − α) − 2 −0.18n . is value of q is accompanied by δ i ≥ qs 2 (2p − 1)(1 − p) = qs 2 (2α/ √ n)(1 − α/ √ n).
Proposition A.2 (Anti-concentration). Let n ≥ 3. Let Z be a random variable with the binomial distribution B(n − 1, 1/2). Suppose α ∈ (0, 1/2). en 1 2 − α < Pr Z ≥ E Z + α √ n < 1 2 .
⋄
Proof. It is easy to see that Pr[Z > E Z + α √ n] is less than 1/2 since the volume of a "proper" tail cannot exceed 1/2. Note that the peak of a binomial distribution remains relatively flat for small deviations from the mean. e area under the pmf curve in that region can be closely overestimated by a (slightly larger) rectangle. is rectangle will have width α √ n and height n n/2 where σ 2 = n/4 is the variance of a binomial distribution B(n, 1/2) and α is a small positive constant. We want to show that the mass in the tail beyond n/2 + α √ n is larger than a constant. Let N = n − 1. and t be the length of the unique u-v path in A if it exists, and ∞ otherwise. Notice that t = 1 if (u, v) ∈ A, and t e ≥ 2 otherwise. Define the quantity PrAgree(e, i) for an arbitrary edge e = (u, v) ∈ G conditioned on the event that w i = 1.
PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ G) = r(e)PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A) + (1 − r(e))PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A) = r(e) (PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A) − PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A)) + PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A)
is implies,
PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ G) − PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ G) = r(e) (PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A) − PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A)) + PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A) − PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ G) = r(e) (PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A) − PrAgree(e, i|e ∈ A)) since conditioned on any A, the last two terms are the same. Continuing, the above quantity equals = r(e) [1 + (2p i − 1)]/2 − [1 + (2p i − 1) t ]/2 using Claim 3.1 ≥ r(e) (2p i − 1) − (2p i − 1) 2 /2 since t ≥ 2 = r(e)Ω(1/ √ n) by Claim 3.2
= Ω(r/ √ n) where r = min e r(e).
is implies δ i = Ω(r/ √ n) from Definition 3.1 when s is O(1) and n ≥ 20. By an application of Lemma 3.3, we see that d = Ω( n r 2 log n) is sufficient to realize G.
C Omitted Proofs for Random Graphs
A well-known theorem in convex geometry is Radon's theorem, which relates the linear separability of pointsets with the ambient dimension. It states that it is always possible to label any collection of at least d + 2 points in R d into two subsets which are not linearly separable.
Theorem C.1 (Radon's eorem). If B is a set of M points in R d with M ≥ d + 2, there exists a partition B = E ⊔ E such that the convex hulls of E and E has nonempty intersection. Consequently, there can be no hyperplane separating E from E. ⋄
In our context, eorem C.1 says "for every map B = g(V × V ) there exists a nonseparable partition of B". However, we want to show that "there exists a graph G = (V, E) such that the two subsets g(E) and g((E)) of B are nonseparable for every f . " is requires a change in the order of the quantifiers (the "for every" and "there exists") in the statement of Radon's theorem. Fortunately, it turns out that a random partition just works: it effectively lets us exchange the said quantifiers. Moreover, a uniformly random partition of V × V means G is an Erdős-Rényi random graph G ∼ G(n, 1/2). is notion is captured in eorem 5.1, which is "expensive" than Radon's theorem: the number of points needs to be at least 6d (roughly speaking) instead of just d + 2. Additionally, and the claim holds true with high probability.
